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PAT T L E D E L A M O R E PA R T N E R S

Josh Lotter

BE (Hons) Civil & Environmental Engineering
I completed my internship with PDP
across the 2016/2017 summer,
before starting as a graduate at the
beginning of 2018.

with everyone, from Interns to
company Directors, allowing
exposure to all of the facets of
consultancy life.

systems at big hydropower dams, to
designing pressure sewer systems
and industrial wastewater treatment
plants.

PDP Graduates have a strong but
flexible development programme to
assist in developing key soft skills
and to familiarise themselves with
the company and the aspects of
being a professional engineer.

The size of PDP is also perfect –
constantly growing as renowned
New Zealand specialists, but also a
small enough size where you have a
consistent involvement in a wide
variety of projects and
ever-changing roles.

Even as a graduate, you are
entrusted with managing key parts of
projects, accelerating your learning
and building on your experience.

ABOUT

The best part about PDP is the flat
organisational structure and the
employee focused culture – you are
constantly working side-by-side

I have been privileged to work on
some awesome projects from
reviewing the oil/water interception

PDP is an employee owned and operated
engineering and environmental consultancy.
We have over 30 years’ experience providing
environmental solutions throughout New Zealand,
Australia and the Pacific Islands.
We have over 140 employees and 5 offices
nationwide.

My first year at PDP has given me
the opportunity to build relationships
and networks with clients as well as
improving my technical and design
skills in the areas that I am
passionate about.

At PDP you will be working with high-calibre Civil and
Environmental Engineers and Scientists at all levels,
and professionals who are leaders in their field.
We are recruiting graduates and interns for our offices
in Auckland, Tauranga and Christchurch.
To find out more about what we do, go to pdp.co.nz

Talk to us on campus at the
Auckland STEM Expo on 30 April and 1 May
To learn more, come along to our Presentation Evening on
Tuesday 7 May at 5:30pm in Room 401-401

APPLICATIONS CLOSE
31 MAY 2019
APPLY ONLINE
pdp.co.nz/careers
ENGINEER YOUR CAREER
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First look
at

www.jacobs.com

77K

$15B

40+

$2.7B

400+

Employees

Billion in annual
revenue

Countries

Billion in Client
Savings for
FY2017

Offices

Find out how you can help shape our future with a career at Jacobs - a global business delivering
building and infrastructure solutions for a more connected, sustainable world.
In collaboration with the University of Auckland and the University of Canterbury, Jacobs
has developed the First Look Student Scholarship Programme. It has been in place for several
years and is considered to be an immense success.
The programme offers successful recipients summer work experience and typically results in the
recipients being offered a graduate position with Jacobs.
Outside of the First Look Student Programme, Jacobs also has a number of additional employment
opportunities for graduates and interns. Visit jacobs.com/careers for more information.

Jacobs is Ranked No. 1 on
Fortune’s 2019 World’s Most
Admired Companies List

Leah
Civil Engineering Intern
Jacobs presented new challenges for me
and gave me the tools and opportunities to
develop and explore what I want from my
career. I took the internship with Jacobs
hoping to expand on my experience in
engineering, try something new, and have
been rewarded with working on varied
projects such as the City Rail Link tender
and a wastewater upgrade.
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Joel
Graduate Structural Engineer
As a second year graduate structural engineer at
Jacobs, I have already been exposed to a range of
interesting projects including a zoo, a water park
and a BMX track to name but a few. I was fortunate
enough to be offered a scholarship to be an intern at
Jacobs. Having a fun, knowledgeable and supportive
environment is crucial to enjoying your workplace
and my colleagues at Jacobs provide just that.

Why Choose Jacobs?
+

Our graduate and internship
programmes are designed to
cater specifically to your interests.
We encourage exposure to other
disciplines to help you navigate
your career path of choice.

At Jacobs, we hire
Geotechnical Engineers

+

Jacobs is involved in major
infrastructure projects here in New
Zealand as well as around the globe.

Architects

Economists

With our JacobsGo programme,
you have the opportunity to
explore and discover new places
while working in one of our 400+
offices around the world.

+

Our Culture of Caring places
significant value on inclusion and
diversity, sustainability, health
and safety, work-life balance and
overall workplace satisfaction.

+

Jacobs in New Zealand holds a
YWCA Equal Pay Compact Award
for our commitment to equal pay.
PRISM is a Jacobs employee
network dedicated to creating
an environment where people
feel able and empowered to
bring their whole self to work.

Geologists

Process Engineers

Ecologists

Hydrologists

Designers

Sales Representatives

Sustainability Consultants

Environmental Planners

Cost Managers

Geothermal Scientists

Project Managers

Technicians

Water Resource Engineers

Electrical Engineers

Safety Managers

+

3D Modellers

Project Controllers

Data Scientists

Transport Planners

Mechanical Engineers

Bridge Engineers

GIS Consultants

Drafters

Risk Management Consultants

Civil Engineers
Commercial Advisors

Land Surveyors

Estimators

Structural Engineers

Applications for our 2019
First Look Scholarship
Programme open in
mid-February and
close early April.
Visit the University of
Auckland Scholarships and
Awards page, and search
“Jacobs Scholarship” for
more information.
ENGINEER YOUR CAREER
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Tonkin + Taylor

Gurkunwar Bedi
Geotechnical Engineer

How did you get the job at T+T?

How has T+T supported your career?

During my third year at university, I attended the
annual engineering job fair. At that time, I had no
idea as to what field of civil engineering I wanted
to work in. I began talking to some representatives
from T+T (who are now my good friends), who told
me about their graduate programme and the large
variety of projects recent graduates were involved
in. This conversation got me really excited about the
prospect of working for T+T, so in my fourth year
I applied for a graduate role and was lucky to
be accepted.

T+T has a culture that sets up a foundation for
long term success at the company. T+T fosters
an environment where asking questions and
getting different perspectives on a problem is
encouraged. Additionally, they have encouraged
me to develop my technical skills by offering
regular learning workshops from industry
professionals and providing personal mentoring
sessions from their technical directors.

What do you actually do?
When I first started working for T+T, I was asked if I
wanted to go out to site and learn how to carry out a
geological investigation. I’d like to believe that I’m a
hands-on learner, so I was happy to accept. Through
this, I learnt how to log and identify the underlying
geology, and eventually use this information to
analyse the soils behaviour on a proposed structure.
This included anything from designing a foundation
or a retaining wall, analysing the liquefaction
potential of soil’s in earthquake prone regions to
assessing the stability of a slope.
Because the subsurface geology can be highly
variable, no two projects are alike, which means
that each project can pose unique challenges
requiring innovative solutions. For this reason,
I feel that I am always exposed to new and
interesting learning opportunities. Generally, I am
involved in three to five projects at once, all at
diverse stages of development. This means that
my typical week comprises a mix of being in the
office writing reports, carrying out geotechnical
analysis using computer software and being out
on site undertaking geotechnical investigations or
construction observations.
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What’s the best thing about
working for T+T?
With T+T being New Zealand’s leading
environmental and engineering consultancy,
the immense variety of projects that we get to
work on is awesome! In my short time at T+T I
have worked on large commercial complexes,
high-rise buildings, international luxury resorts
and much more. The best thing is, if you are
passionate about a specific type of project/
development, all you need to do is ask and you’ll
be given the opportunity to become part of it.

What advice do you have for
current students?
If you are struggling to understand something
that wasn’t covered in your class, don’t be afraid
to ask your lecturer or your colleagues. It will
save you a lot of stress in the long run. Likewise,
if someone asks you for help, help them. It will
further solidify your understanding of the topic
and will develop your mentoring skills, which are
highly desirable to any employer.

ENGINEER YOUR CAREER
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RILEY Consultants Ltd – Recent Scholarship Students
For 35 years RILEY has undertaken geotechnical, environmental, civil, and water resources engineering
throughout New Zealand and the Pacific Basin. Projects are varied, ranging from large-scale land
development to complex footings design for multi-storey structures; from dam design to hydrological
modelling. The future of engineering is in the hands of our young engineers, and RILEY is pleased to offer
scholarships to help them on their way.
Oscar Barrett-Garnier – Water Resources
I chose engineering as a career to
complement my passion for water and
geography. Geography for the processes –
why and how something is occurring, and
engineering for the design/build aspects
to manipulate what is occurring to our
advantage. I decided on water resource
engineering as my specific area of study after
working in the field last summer and have
enjoyed the projects I have worked on and
opportunities I have been afforded this year.

Faizaan Mohammed – Geotechnical
Before starting university, I took time out to
work with my family who run an earthworks
and excavation contracting company. This
experience made me curious about engineering
– I wanted a deeper understanding of the
reasons for the work I was undertaking. Now in
my third year, specialising in geotechnical and
environmental engineering, I have been able to
expand on my contracting experience.
I was fortunate to be awarded a RILEY
scholarship, which included summer vacation
work. This has exposed me to new experiences,
both field and office-based, from a consultancy
perspective.
I have worked on some interesting and
complex projects, have attended site visits
and inspections, and have gained training
in fieldwork techniques including Scala
penetrometer and hand auger. I have also
installed piezometers and monitored and
analysed rainfall data.
In the office I have assisted with and learnt
techniques for succinct report writing and the
complexities of tender document compilation.
I have also prepared design calculations for
structures including retaining walls, swale
drains, settlement attenuation etc., and have
had an opportunity to learn a variety of industry
software packages including CAD, gINT, and
Settle 3D.
Acquiring physical and technical skills is only
part of the role of a successful geotechnical
engineer. Just as importantly I have come to
realise, is teamwork, communication, being
organised, and being able to work to a budget
and schedule. My time at RILEY taught me a
lot, but I have only scratched the surface.
One thing I know is that my summer work
experience has reinforced my desire to
progress my career as a geotechnical engineer.
10 ENGINEER YOUR CAREER

My most memorable experiences at RILEY
were in the field. Working with geotechnical
engineers while visiting numerous sites in
Whangarei and Auckland was great fun.
However, the two days I spent in Taranaki
inspecting hydropower schemes must clinch
the top spot.
Work in the office was also varied and
engaging. I learnt a lot during my introduction
to dam break modelling; mike11; Hec HMS;
and other modelling software while working
on a range of projects. Expanding my skills
in hydrology, report writing, and CAD, and
applying my knowledge of GIS, to a range of
different applications has also expanded my
knowledge considerably.

The frequent morning teas were a definite
highlight too, as was working with a friendly
and supportive team. In addition to an
interesting and useful work experience, the
scholarship has given me the opportunity to
have my Part IV Research Project supported
by RILEY.

RILEY Scholarships
RILEY awards Civil and Environmental Engineering Scholarships for secondand third-year students. Scholarship recipients are generally offered vacation
work which, in turn, often leads to permanent employment. Check the
University web site or with the Scholarships Office for further information.
Scholarship applications open on 20 July and close on 31 August.

RILEY Graduate Programme
Attention geotechnical, water resource, and civil engineers, do you have what it
takes to be a part of the RILEY team? Applications for our Graduate Programme
close on 31 May. Email your transcription, CV, and an accompanying letter
telling us a little about yourself and indicating which office you would like to
work from (Auckland or Christchurch) to recruitment@riley.co.nz.
www.riley.co.nz/careers

ENGINEER YOUR CAREER
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In your career, how will
innovation keep you
ahead of automation?

How will your ideas make the
world better?
Meet
Bridget Velasco
Bachelor of Engineering (Hons)
University of Auckland

1st/2nd
year

Penultimate
year

Final
year

Career
Compass
Programme

Internship
Programme

Graduate
Programme

Which programme is right for you?
I started my career with EY in 2017 as an Analyst within Transaction
Advisory Services within the Infrastructure Advisory team. We advise
the public and private sector on major infrastructure projects helping
them form robust strategies and business cases to optimally achieve
their goals. We can provide economic, regulation and policy advice;
explore commissioning and contestability; and assist in optimising the
infrastructure transaction outcomes. We can work on projects across
a variety of sectors including healthcare, health and human services,
transport, education, water and defence.
I graduated with a Bachelor of Engineering (First Class Honours)
specialising in Biomedical Engineering from the University of Auckland.
One memorable project was being involved in the development
of a business case to justify the Government’s investment in new
infrastructure and technology that would improve GPS positioning
across Australasia. Over many months consultation with a number of
stakeholders we developed a case detailing the economic benefits of
the new infrastructure; the financial impact; key commercial structures;
legal considerations and project management plans if investment by
New Zealand was to be made.

For me personally it was invaluable to learn how this technology
would have a number of positive implications for New Zealand such as
improved health, safety, environmental outcomes and the significant
economic benefits across a range of sectors including agriculture, road
transport, aviation and maritime.
Digital disruption is a wave that is accelerating the transformative
impact of technology on how the world operates. Rapid urbanisation,
aging infrastructure, quality of life, and safety and security are some
of the most significant issues facing the cities of the future. Smart
and resilient cities that integrates technology, physical infrastructure,
sensors, data and applications to improve citizen wellbeing will be
required. Organisations and communities will continually be affected by
technology as it increasingly plays a crucial role in how infrastructure
can be planned and implemented. To me, this is because technology
has the ability to maximise economic benefits for a country in many
ways we may not even realise.

Share in our purpose and see the world through the lens of better
Would you like to work side-by-side with the entrepreneurs, game-changers, disrupters and visionaries of tomorrow? At EY, you can.
Just imagine, every day you could play a part in the rise and success of the world’s greatest companies. And maintain the foundations of
economic stability and growth. By helping the best in the business to innovate, you’ll be building on their legacy and creating a better
working world.
At EY we’ll encourage you do all this and more. Here the scale of your impact is matched only by the scope of your ambition. We’ll help you to
develop the mindsets to ask and answer the most challenging questions posed by unrelenting disruption and unlimited innovation. You’ll have
access to on-demand learning, formal training, coaching and real time feedback to shape your career and prepare you for the future.
You’ll gain invaluable skills, experience and a lifetime of contacts that will set you up for a successful career — no matter which path you
choose. It’s how together we can build a better tomorrow for our people, our clients and our communities.

For more information on how to apply, where you fit, how we develop you, life at EY and what makes us different, visit:
ey.com/nz/betterbeginsnow

facebook.com/eycareersnewzealand

bit.ly/EYLinkedIn_CareersAUNZ

instagram.com/eynzcareers

©2019 Ernst & Young, New Zealand. All Rights Reserved. APAC No. NZ00000992. PH1009968. ED None.
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twitter.com/ey_careersaunz
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Want to gain
experience around
the world?

What if you can...

Learn from the best right here in New Zealand or join our engineers, innovators,
and thought leaders at one of our 551 offices across 41 countries.
As part of the WSP Opus Graduate Development Programme, you not only get
the opportunity to work on projects that are shaping New Zealand, but have the
support from some of the world’s best experts through our mentoring programmes.

Apply now

wsp-opus.co.nz/graduates2019
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Infrastructure

ACCIONA
Infrastructure
• A leader in sustainable solutions across the globe through
its five lines of business; construction, concessions, water,
industrial and services.
• With over 100 years of experience, it has comprehensive
vision, embracing the entire value chain of a project.
• Innovation and ground-breaking uses of technology are
the hallmarks of its projects.
• Operating in more than thirty countries in five continents,
with high geographic specialisation.
• ACCIONA Infrastructure employs solutions that are
sustainable for the context in which it operates,
supporting current development without risking the
environment or future growth.

It has extensive experience in developing and executing large-scale operations and is focused on the following lines of business;

CONSTRUCTION
Specialising in three major areas: Bridges, Roads and Special Structures; Railways and Tunnels; and Ports and Hydraulic Projects.
It can handle all aspects of projects in any of these areas, from design and engineering to eventual completion and maintenance.

WATER
It is a leader in the water treatment sector with the ability to design, construct and operate drinking water treatment plants,
residual purification plants, tertiary treatment plants for re-use and reverse-osmosis desalination plants.

INDUSTRIAL
It is a specialist in high-tech EPC and turnkey projects, including Waste-to-Energy, Thermal Power Generation, Hydroelectric,
Photovoltaic Power Generation, Oil & Gas, Transmission Grids and Substations, and Facilities.

ACCIONA INFRASTRUCTURE AROUND THE WORLD
EUROPE (EXCLUDING SPAIN)
NORTH AMERICA
CANADA
UNITED STATES
MEXICO

GERMANY

THE NETHERLANDS

AUSTRIA

POLAND

DENMARK

PORTUGAL

HUNGARY

UNITED KINGDOM

ITALY

ROMANIA

NORWAY

TURKEY

CONSTRUCTION

SPAIN

CONCESSIONS
WATER
SERVICES

CENTRAL AMERICA
AND SOUTH AMERICA
BRAZIL
CHILE
COLOMBIA
COSTA RICA
ECUADOR
NICARAGUA
PANAMA
PERU
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
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INDUSTRIAL

AFRICA
ALGERIA
EGYPT
CAPE VERDE
MOROCCO
SOUTH AFRICA

ASIA AND OCEANIA
SAUDI ARABIA
AUSTRALIA
BAHRAIN
QATAR
THE PHILIPPINES
NEW ZEALAND
OMAN
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

FLAGSHIP PROJECTS
LEGACY WAY
A World Record for Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) Performance was
broken during construction, excavating 49.7 metres in one day, beating
the previous record by 13.7 metres. Legacy Way is the 4.6km road tunnel
that connects the Western Freeway at Toowong with the Inner City
Bypass at Kelvin Grove. The optimised project design enhances user
experience for motorists, public transport services and active transport
users, private vehicles and pedestrians in the area. It also integrates
the project into the city, with urban designs aimed at preserving and
enhancing the importance of adjacent areas, including the Brisbane
Botanic Gardens.

TOOWOOMBA SECOND RANGE CROSSING
ACCIONA Infrastructure as a Design and Construct JV partner of the
Nexus Infrastructure consortium, awarded with the contract to design
and construct the $1.6 billion Toowoomba Second Range Crossing
(TSRC). The TSRC is 41km-long connecting the Warrego Highway at
Helidon Spa in the east with the Gore Highway at Athol in the west,
via Charlton. We reached partial opening in December 2018 and the
remaining section is anticipated to open around mid-2019.

LILYVALE SOLAR FARM
The Lilyvale Solar Farm will have a capacity of 100 MW, and the project
will be carried out as a turnkey or EPC (Engineering, Procurement and
Construction) contract for global solar developer Fotowatio Renewable
Ventures (FRV). A joint venture between ACCIONA Industrial and
Gransolar (GRS), led by GRS, is set to construct one of Australia’s largest
photovoltaic plants.

ADELAIDE DESALINATION PLANT
The Adelaide Desalination Plant has been operating continuously since
completion and has delivered more than 130 gigalitres of desalinated
drinking water into the SA Water supply network (current as of endDecember 2015). This state significant South Australian asset provides
50% of Adelaide’s drinking water needs from a climate-independent
source.

Applications for our 2020 engineering intern & graduate programmes
are open from 1 April 2019. To learn more about these opportunities
visit: http://employmentchannel.acciona.com
http://employmentchannel.acciona.com/acciona-graduates
For more information: www.acciona.com.au

© ACCIONA S.A. All rights reserved. June 2018
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What better way to learn how our city works
and how I can contribute to its growth than
to work for the council that runs it? I started
as an intern with the Healthy Waters Design
Office and quickly learned that working in the
water area was where I wanted to be – as it
was the one area that combined community
and the environment, as well as the technical
challenges that I enjoyed. It was the work that
drew me in, but it was the people at Auckland
Council that convinced me to stay on as a
graduate after my internship as there is so
much support and collaboration. You get a
chance to work with industry leaders and
learn more than just what one role involves.

Ally Bodmer
Study area: Bachelor of Civil and
Environmental Engineering at the
University of Auckland.
As a high-school student I was passionate
about maths and sciences and helping my
community. I knew I wanted to work in a
field where I wouldn’t always be at a desk
and could help make the community a
better place for those in it and look after our
environment. Engineering seemed to be the
most tangible and practical way of reaching
that goal.

Alex De Guzman
Study area: I’m studying a conjoint in a
Bachelor of Engineering specialising in
Civil and Environmental, and a Bachelor
of Arts majoring in French.

As I mentioned I started as an intern in the
Healthy Waters Design Office, and with
their support I joined the Auckland Council
Graduate Programme with Healthy Waters as
my home team. Working with Healthy Waters
gave me a chance to try technical design, site
work, experiencing both sides of being client
and consultant and the complexities of large
projects with lots of stakeholders.
The Graduate Programme has rotations that
lets us learn more about the organisation
and try different skills. I am currently on my
second rotation, working with the Engineering
Technical Services (ETS) team. In ETS I
support the practise leads and get to work

About our Engineering Graduate Programme
Auckland Council is a professional development partner under the ENZ training scheme.
Our four-year programme will provide
you with accelerated learning and
development, and rotations through your
chosen area of work – ensuring you have
hands on experience, exposure to senior
leaders and the chance to work on large
scale projects and unique developments.

All these support people are on board to
ensure you succeed and will help you every
step of the way.

Throughout the rotations you’ll have
performance and development discussions
with your manager, set achievement
goals and highlight your strengths and
improvement areas to fast track your
development.

• Engineering Technical Services

You will have a personal support team
that includes a graduate cohort network,
a business mentor and the Early Career
Pathways team.

with some of the most knowledgeable
members of the industry on the technical
guidelines and documents that are used to
support the development of Auckland.

Rotations
• Healthy Waters
• Regulatory Services

Application dates
Our applications open from 12 March 2019
to 26 March 2019.
Auckland Council is the perfect place for
Engineers like you to grow and develop your
career. So why don’t you take a closer look
and discover the roles we have for graduates,
by visiting www.endlesspossibilities.co.nz

I wanted to do engineering because I feel
like engineers help people – a lot of people.
I think it’s great that the work that we do has
such a massive impact on so many people! I
focus more on the environmental side of civil
engineering, leaning towards water quality something very important for everyone, no
matter where you may be in the world.
I chose Auckland Council because I wanted
to know how the city works – how do we get
from the plans, to the actual operations. I
also wanted to work in a place where there
is a focus on people - the council definitely
puts Aucklanders first! It was interesting to
see how engineers fit into council across the
different phases of a project from planning,
regulatory, design, and implementation.
I’ve been lucky to spend my past two
summers with Auckland Council. I spent
my first Summer with the Healthy Waters
team where our team of interns got to work
on site for a water/wastewater separation
project. My second summer was spent
updating Guideline Document 6 on OnSite Wastewater management. These two
summers have brought me very different
experiences as a young engineer – both
highly valuable in my early career!

ENGINEER YOUR CAREER
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Meet the Student Development and
Engagement team
The Student Development and Engagement team provides support to students to ensure they have the best
possible experience at the University.
This includes pastoral support such as counselling, financial
assistance and early childhood education, as well as mentoring and
support plans for all students. Support is available from orientation
through to employment.
Initiatives that are provided include Orientation, the Part I Assistance
Centre, Women in Engineering Network (WEN), Tuākana for Māori
and Pacific students, and information evenings with prospective
employers.

The Student Development and Engagement team also provides the
opportunity for the students to connect with the faculty and student
organisations, through social events.
Other groups supported by the team are Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender and Intersex (LGBTI), students with disabilities, refugee
students and international students.

Michael Willimott

Dr Naomi Fleming

Chris McClymont

Jonathan Culley

Student Development and
Engagement Manager

Women in Engineering Adviser

Student Experience Adviser

Employer Liaison Manager

Phone: 09 923 6773
n.fleming@auckland.ac.nz

Phone: 09 923 2927
c.mcclymont@auckland.ac.nz

Email: j.culley@auckland.ac.nz

Room 402.414, Level 4,
20 Symonds Street

Room 402.402, Level 4,
20 Symonds Street

Naomi is focused on the participation, retention and success of
female engineering students. She
works closely with the Women in
Engineering Network, and engages
with schools to raise the profile
of Engineering as a career choice
for girls.

Chris provides a range of
development and engagement
activities for all students. He
works closely with Campus Life
and the faculty’s student clubs.

Jonathan facilitates employer
networking and fosters industry
relationships, along with
graduate and intern recruitment.
He also provides advice and
support to students on career
options.

Alcione Fagundes

Meleane Akauola

Steve Roberts

Monique Warder

Student Support Adviser (Equity)

Student Support Adviser
m.akauola@auckland.ac.nz

Student Support Adviser
(Māori and Pacific)

Student Experience Adviser

Phone: 09 923 2990
a.fagundes@auckland.ac.nz

Room 402.412, Level 4, 20
Symonds Street

Ext: 09 923 4538
s.roberts@auckland.ac.nz

Room 402.402, Level 4,
20 Symonds Street

Phone: 09 923 7881
m.willimott@auckland.ac.nz
Room 402.403, Level 4,
20 Symonds Street
Michael manages student
development, engagement,
support and retention initiatives
to enhance students’ experience.

Room 402.412, Level 4,
20 Symonds Street

Meleane supports all engineering
Alcione supports all engineering
students with their wellbeing,
students with their wellbeing,
pastoral care and learning
pastoral care and learning support. support. She is also the primary
She is also the primary Student
Student Support Adviser for
Support Adviser for equity students. international students.

Room 402.412, Level 4, 20
Symonds Street
Steve supports all students with
their wellbeing, pastoral care and
learning support. He is the primary
Student Support Adviser for Māori
and Pacific students.

Room 402.410, Level 4, 20
Symonds Street

m.warder@auckland.ac.nz

Monique provides a range of
development and engagement
activities for postgraduate
students.
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Our Downer Graduate Programme welcomes our young professionals to the team from day one.
Our graduates might just be starting out in their careers, but they are encouraged to think
about how they can role model the Downer values and deliver on the Downer pillars - Safety,
Thought Leadership, Delivery and Relationships.
Your first job is not just about technical development. It’s also about how you fit in the culture
and how you can contribute to that as a future leader.

HACK

OUR FUTURE

SAFETY
Zero Harm is embedded in Downer’s culture and
is fundamental to the company’s future success.
“I contribute to the Downer Zero Harm
culture by making sure that every single person
who enters our construction site is well aware of
the potential site hazards. I constantly work
towards improving the overall on-site health and
safety by attempting to eliminate, minimise and
isolate critical risks through innovative
construction methods.
Safety is important because I truly care about
my work crew.”
Isaac, Auckland University Graduate

THOUGHT
LEADERSHIP
We remain at the forefront of our industry by
employing the best people and having the courage
to challenge the status quo.
“I work to promote a sustainability culture. Last
year, I was a Downer Leadership Award winner for
development of an Engineering Sustainability
Hackathon, #HackOurFuture. Working with
Downer and UoA society- the Sustainable Future
Collective, we brought together 32 students to
solve a sustainability-based challenge. The event
saw some awesome ideas generated for the future
of a more sustainable business.”

DELIVERY

Dalong, Auckland University Graduate

We build trust by delivering on our promises
with excellence while focusing on safety, value
for money and efficiency.

RELATIONSHIPS

“Great delivery is important. We are rebuilding
Western Springs College around a live school,
and sometimes need to cut off critical services
for upgrades. These have to be planned
meticulously to ensure minimum disruption.
Delivery is also important in our costs. It is
essential we compare all prices to ensure value
for money without compromising on quality.”
Michelle, Auckland University Graduate

We collaborate to build and sustain enduring
relationships based on trust and integrity.
“The relationships you build are so important
because you need to establish a good rapport
with your colleagues to work alongside them.
Collaboration is key when we are challenged and
need to create a solution as a team.
I am also proud to connect with the SPIES
group. Being a part of the alumni means I can
provide some guidance and share the lessons
I’ve learnt from my experiences.”
Havea, Auckland University Graduate

Applications for our Graduate programme open Monday 18 March 2019.
Applications for our Summer Intern programme open Monday 1 July 2019.
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